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HIGHLIGHTS
BAOBAB PHOSPHATE PROJECT

(Minemakers Ltd 100% equity)



MOU signed with operator of Port of Dakar – ASX announcement 22 July



Shareholders vote in favour of acquisition of Baobab Project – ASX announcement 21 August



Baobab Project acquisition completes – ASX announcement 24 September



Favourable forecast prices of predicted product quality determined by industry recognised
consultant CRU



Continued positive overall project development toward decision to mine

JDCPHOSPHATE, INC. (JDCP)

(Minemakers Ltd approx. 8.0% equity)



Extensive laboratory scale test work continued, focussed on technical enhancements and
operational efficiency



JDCP’s capital raising to fund commercialisation continues, led by Macquarie Capital (USA)

CORPORATE


Sale of South African legacy assets realising A$1.18m – ASX announcement 16 July



Foster Stockbroking initiates coverage – ASX announcement 25 September



Cash balance at 30 September 2015 of A$13.6m

Cliff Lawrenson, Managing Director, commented “Minemakers has continued to make positive progress
in the Baobab Phosphate Project as we move closer to a decision to commence mining. The final
environmental approvals are due shortly and the feasibility and preparation work continue to support the
low cost, near production opportunity we always envisaged. We appreciate shareholders support in voting
overwhelmingly in favour of the acquisition of the project and we look forward to commencing production
and delivering an accretive outcome”.
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1.

BAOBAB PHOSPHATE PROJECT

On 21 August 2015 Minemakers shareholders voted overwhelmingly in favour of the acquisition of the Baobab
Phosphate Project in the Republic of Senegal (“the Project”), with the acquisition subsequently closing on 23
September. The Project advances Minemakers’ focus on the nutrient and fertiliser sector and advances the
Company’s nearer-term strategic objective of early cash flow generation with minimal capital expenditure and no
new technology risk. Figure 1 below shows the tenement as well as the Small Mine Permit area.

Figure 1: Tenement and Gadde Bissik prospect location

1.1

GEOLOGY AND EXPLORATION

Exploration activity during the September quarter was focussed on 125 x 125 metre grid-spaced infill diamond
drilling within the Small Mine Permit (“SMP”) area at the Gadde Bissik prospect and extension of the 250 x 250
metre grid immediately to the east of the SMP. A break in the drill program commenced on 12 September to
coincide with the short local cropping season. Drilling statistics for the quarter are included in Table 1 below and
Figure 2 shows drill hole locations within the SMP and immediate environs, being the current focus of exploration
activities. For more detailed information on the drilling program completed during this quarter please refer to
Minemakers’ market announcement on 22 September 2015.
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Purpose of drilling
Resource definition
- Within SMP
- East of SMP
TOTAL

Air core drilling
No. holes No metres

Diamond drilling
No. holes No metres

-

48
9
57

-

1939.5
375.3
2314.8

Table 1 Drilling statistics – September quarter

Figure 2 Drill status plan – SMP and environs
The drilling conducted during the quarter has confirmed that there is a significant body of mineralisation in the
north-east sector, Area C, and that the mineralisation extends to the south and east. There is also a significant
thickness of mineralisation to the east of the SMP with further drilling required to determine whether it is a
separate body to the SMP. Thick mineralisation in the north-west and south sectors of the SMP have been defined
by 250 x 250 metre grid spacing and will be infilled to 125 x 125 metre grid spacing over the next 12 months.
Mineralisation to the south of Area C has been shown to be less continuous than defined by the wider-spaced
drilling.
The infill drilling has continued to demonstrate the consistent and relatively simple stratigraphic succession in the
Gadde Bissik area. Basal units of the Senegal Sedimentary Basin comprise a sequence of limestone or dolostones
which have been rarely intersected by drilling. These units are overlain by marls and local zones of nummulitic
limestones and they underlie the phosphatic sediments. The contact between basement units and phosphatic
sediments is commonly marked by a variably developed but distinctive ferruginous marly clay layer,
uncomfortably overlaying the basement. Where present this layer generally ranges from around 1 to 3 metres in
thickness. This layer typically carries low to medium grade phosphate mineralisation.
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The main phosphate zone comprises poorly consolidated clayey sandstone generally ranging from around two
to twelve metres thick and averaging around three metres thick. Within this layer phosphate mineralisation is
variably developed and occurs as soft to hard pebbles of phosphate of lime, gravels of phosphate of alumina and
ferruginous gravels. In higher grade zones the phosphate generally occurs as pebbles varying from brown to
beige to white. Phosphate grades range from 5% up to 38% P 2O5.
The main phosphate layer is typically overlain by a gravelly layer containing aluminium phosphates with P2O5
grades generally less than 5%. Where present, this layer is generally around one to rarely five metres thick. The
aluminium phosphate zone is overlain by clayey sands.
Figure 3 shows the thickness of mineralisation at a cut-off grade of 5% P2O5 modelled with ordinary kriging. The
data source is from drill results and from geological logging for holes that have not been analysed. Phosphate
mineralisation is relatively coarse-grained and easily visible in both air core and diamond drill core. Figure 4
depicts modelling of grade x metre (5% P2O5 cut-off, ordinary kriging), used as a proxy for contained phosphate.
There is generally a good correlation between contained phosphate and thickness of mineralisation.

Figure 3 Modelled phosphate layer thickness – SMP and environs
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Figure 4 Modelled grade x metres (~contained phosphate) – SMP and environs
Drilling is planned to recommence in late October and will comprise a short program of close-spaced drilling in
the area of the proposed bulk sample followed by further resource definition drilling both within the SMP and in
the area immediately to the east of the SMP.
Resource
A maiden Inferred Resource was estimated for the Gadde Bissik prospect by independent consultants MPR
Geological and released in a market announcement on 11 May 2015 and an independent Technical Report was
lodged on SEDAR on 11 June 2015. The resource estimates remain unchanged this quarter. It is anticipated that
sufficient drilling and other supporting data will be available for estimation of an Indicated Resource by the end
of the December 2015 quarter. The current resource estimate, as announced to the market on 11 May 2015, is
summarised in Table 2 below and resource area outlines, with drilling locations, are shown in Figure 5.
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CATEGORY

TONNES
(million)

P2O5
(%)

CaO
(%)

Inferred

25

23

Inferred

40

Inferred

Gadde Bissik West
Total Gadde Bissik

PROSPECT

Gadde
Bissik East

Within
SMP area
Outside
SMP area
Combined

MgO
(%)

Al2O3
(%)

Fe2O3
(%)

SiO2
(%)

31

0.10

2.0

3.1

38

21

29

0.14

2.4

3.9

39

65

22

30

0.12

2.2

3.6

39

Inferred

3

21

29

0.13

4.3

4.7

35

Inferred

68

22

30

0.12

2.3

3.6

38

Table 2 Gadde Bissik Resource estimates

Figure 5 Resource area outline – Gadde Bissik Prospect

1.2 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT FOR LARGE SCALE BULK SAMPLING AND COMMENCEMENT OF
MINING
The work program for development of a large scale bulk sample open pit within the SMP Area at the Project was
advanced further during the quarter.
Small Mine Permit
A SMP for the Baobab Phosphate Project was granted on 6 May 2015. The SMP covers all future mining activity
within the identified 5km2 area. The associated Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) and a Community
Relocation and Compensation Plan (“CRCP”) have received final technical approval from all government
authorities, with formal approval expected by the end of October 2015.
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Mining Options
The open pit mine design and mine schedule within the SMP is complete. Planning has been extended to provide
for the continuation of mining, which is likely after production of the bulk sample.
Baobab Mining and Chemical Corporation (“BMCC”) is currently finalising the mining contract with the preferred
mining contractor.
Infrastructure/Logistics
A MOU has been completed covering the storage and handling of production from the Baobab Phosphate
Project. Please refer to the ASX announcement on 22 July 2015 for further details.
Current discussions with the port operator involve finalising storage capacity and location requirements for
Baobab product.
Currently, the preferred road transport route runs south from the project area 20km to the town of Bambey and
then uses the sealed N3 highway to access the port at Dakar. Updated transport rates from the preferred
contractor have been received. Finalisation of this contract is due to be completed during the current quarter.

Figure 6 Location of Baobab Phosphate Project and Port of Dakar
Water Supply
Hydrogeological studies identified three potential locations to access shallow aquifers for potable water supply
and a further two locations to access a separate and deeper aquifer for higher volume process water requirements.
Water drilling permits for the five drill locations have been granted.
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The drilling contract for establishment of 3 potable water bores and 2 process water bores has been negotiated
with the preferred Senegalese drilling company. Work to establish the water supply requirements is expected to
commence in the current quarter.
Processing
The fifth phase of metallurgical testing has confirmed design parameters for the processing equipment.
Design and engineering for the processing facility are well advanced, with long lead capital equipment items
identified so that procurement of these items can be expedited to allow timely commencement of mining for the
bulk sample. Designs are based on readily transportable plant modules that can be pre-tested before shipment
to site. The modular design allows for reduced site installation requirements, with module pre-testing minimising
on-site commissioning issues.
Design options are currently being finalised.
The final mining schedule provides the opportunity to establish the process facility in three phases. This allows
the early use of a contract crusher and consequently the introduction of the required three process functions over
a period of 14 months as follows;
Phase 1 –
Phase 2 –
Phase 3 –

Wet Screening Module
Magnetic Separation Module, and
Crushing Module

Figure 7 Gadde Bissik Basic Process Flow Diagram
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Marketing
Discussions have been advanced with potential offtake partners focussed on both Single Super Phosphate (SSP)
producers and Phosphoric Acid (PA) producers. Product samples, produced from drilling, have been provided to
several offtake parties and are the subject of on-going discussions with these parties.
Minemakers commissioned a value in use analysis by CRU Consulting, a division of CRU International Limited, in
relation to two product specifications derived from representative material gathered in technical drilling. This
analysis estimates market values, FOB Dakar, for each product to various export markets and indicates premiums
for both products over the Moroccan benchmark specification for producers of wet process phosphoric acid and
related fertilizers. The analysis further indicates that the Brazilian and SE Asian markets offer the highest netback
prices to FOB Dakar. The analysis is particularly encouraging as it indicates pricing higher than internally
generated estimates. Whilst CRU Consulting identifies possible marketability issues and considerations with both
products, Minemakers believes that these are not material.

2.

JDCPHOSPHATE, INC.

Minemakers owns approximately 8.0% of JDCP and has an exclusive licence to utilise the Improved Hard Process
(IHP) technology in Australia for an extensive period of time. JDCP has constructed a demonstration plant in Fort
Meade, Florida. This plant is a 1:18 scale of an anticipated full-scale plant, but is nonetheless expected to operate
as a commercial plant over time.
Tip Fowler, CEO of JDCP commented “Since the June Quarterly Report, JDCP continues to conduct extensive
laboratory scale testing to both expand on the methods that it has discovered to eliminate problematic dust in the
kiln and to optimize the operating parameters which positively affect acid quality. The company filed for patent
protection for these novel techniques in September 2015. JDCP, with the support of Macquarie Capital, continues to
pursue a capital financing that will both fund plant additions that will incorporate these techniques at the
demonstration plant scale and the ultimate commercialization of the technology at full commercial scale.
JDCP was selected as one of 20 companies (of more than 100 applicants) to present papers at the Ag Innovations
conference sponsored by the Larta Institute and the Donald Danforth Plant Science Center. This conference is
recognized as a premier Agricultural Technology conference, which is attended by corporations, government,
universities and institutional investors.
JDCP continues to enjoy the support of its investors and is focused on deploying its resources to further validate
the Improved Hard Process technology and broaden JDCP’s intellectual property footprint. Once financing is
complete, JDCP will be in a position to execute on key plant modifications and accomplish full commercialization
of its technology. Shareholders are encouraged to view the JDCP website http://jdcphosphate.com/ “.

3.

WONARAH PHOSPHATE PROJECT, NORTHERN TERRITORY

The Company will continue to review the holding costs of the Wonarah project until the commercial validation of
the IHP technology.

4.

CORPORATE AND INVESTMENTS

The Company’s Annual General Meeting of shareholders will be held at 9.30am (WST) on 18 November 2015 at
The Celtic Club, 48 Ord St, West Perth.
The Notice of Meeting has been sent to shareholders, who are encouraged to vote on the resolutions either by
proxy or in person.
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In particular, important resolutions requiring shareholder consideration include the establishment of a
Performance Rights Plan and a change of the Company’s name to Avenira Limited.
The Company has been through significant strategic changes in recent years and is now firmly positioned to
commence becoming a supplier to the world nutrient market. The ongoing global need for nutrients to satisfy
the food requirements of the growing population is now widely recognised. The name Avenira signals the start
of a new chapter for the Company on that journey. Avenira, derived from the French word avenir, which translates
to future in English, reflects the strategic vision of the Company while also recognising its flagship project in the
French-speaking Republic of Senegal. Should shareholders approve the name change, this change will be effected
in an extremely cost efficient manner by using existing resources and minimising third party costs.
The Company’s significant progress in the past 12 months has been the result of considerable focussed work
and effort by a small dedicated group of people, with staff taking on considerably wider responsibilities as the
overall team size was reduced to pursue greater cost efficiency. The commitment and tenacity of the staff has
been exceptional in identifying, developing and integrating the Baobab project into the Minemakers strategy
together with the team based in Senegal.
To ensure ongoing success, the Company must have the means to retain and attract the necessary executive team
with the expertise, experience and drive required to proceed to production. It is important to identify the major
hurdles and steps that will need to be achieved sequentially as the Company moves into production and to ensure
that these are clearly understood by the executive team. It should be recognised that taking a company into
production requires the members of the executive team to excel in their respective roles and to perform well over
and above industry norms to ensure efficient transition to production. For these reasons, the Board have identified
and agreed on three key short-term performance objectives or milestones that have to be achieved to ensure
efficient start-up, ongoing production and the establishment of a longer-term pathway to continuous production.
Typically, these short-term project based milestones form the basis of a short-term incentive scheme and
achievement of these would generally be rewarded with cash bonuses.
Both management and the Board are constantly mindful of the ongoing need to preserve cash wherever possible.
As such, the Board has proposed an incentive scheme which uses conditional performance rights rather than cash
as the incentive currency. The performance rights vest only once well-defined key Company performance
conditions are met. This methodology results in management taking equity risk on their incentive remuneration
along with shareholders and this should provide comfort to shareholders as interests are clearly aligned. Further
details are available in the current Notice of Meeting.
As part of its ongoing cost-cutting initiative, the Company has also moved its head office to a smaller, more costeffective location. The new address is Ground Floor, 20 Kings Park Rd West Perth, Western Australia.

4.1

MATAYO TRADING 7 (PTY) LTD

On 16 July the Company announced that it had completed the sale of all its remaining legacy assets in South
Africa to Spearhead Capital Limited.
Sale proceeds totalling ZAR10,862,874 (A$1,180,000) have been received. Under the sale agreement,
ZAR1,852,406 (A$200,000) is to be held in escrow by the Company until the fulfilment of two post-completion
accounting conditions. Since the last quarterly activities report one of the two post-completion conditions has
been satisfied.

4.2

JDCPHOSPHATE, INC.

Minemakers holds approximately 8.0% equity interest in JDCPhosphate, Inc.

4.3

PORT KEATS SALT PROJECT

The Company withdrew all three Port Keats exploration tenement applications during the quarter as they are no
longer in line with the Company’s strategy going forward. The Port Keats Salt Project would have required a
significant amount of exploration expenditure and high exploration risk to test the conceptual salt dome target.
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4.4

SHARE BUY-BACK

No share buy-back took place during the quarter.

4.5

CASH POSITION

At the end of the September 2015 Quarter, Minemakers had cash of $13.6 million.
Breakdown of cash spend for the quarter:
Tenement cost and maintenance
Wonarah Project and JDCP
Baobab Phosphate Project
Net Admin and Corporate
Net sale from Sth African assets

($0.44m)
($0.02m)
($1.26m)
($1.15m)
$1.06m

The Company has continued to reduce costs wherever possible as is reflected in the attached Quarterly Cashflow
Report (Appendix 5B).

Cliff Lawrenson
Managing Director
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Schedule of Minemakers Limited Tenements as at 30 September 2015
Location
Northern Territory
Northern Territory
Northern Territory
Northern Territory
Northern Territory
Northern Territory
Senegal
Senegal

Tenement Name
Wakaya
Arruwurra
Wonarah
Dalmore
West Wonarah
Wonarah Mineral Lease
Baobab
Gadde Bissik

Tenement
EL24607
EL29840
EL29841
EL29849
EL23767
ML27244
14626/MIM/DMG
09810/MIM/DMG

Nature of Company’s Interest
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Competent Person’s and Qualified Persons’ Statement
The scientific and technical information in this document is based on, and fairly represents, information and
supporting documentation prepared by Russell Fulton, who is the Geological Manager of the Company and a
Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists, and who has reviewed and approved the scientific and technical
information in this document. Mr Fulton has sufficient experience deemed relevant to the style of mineralisation and
type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as
defined in the 2012 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and
Ore Reserves’ and a ‘Qualified Person’ as defined in National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for
Mineral Projects. Mr Fulton consents to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on his information in the
form and context in which it appears.
For further information on the Senegal Phosphate Project please refer to Minemakers’ market announcements dated
11 May 2015, 27 April 2015 and 22 September 2015 (“Prior Announcements”) and the NI43-101 technical report
entitled "Technical Report Mineral Resource Estimation for the Gadde Bissik Phosphate Deposit, Republic of Senegal"
dated 9 June, 2015 and available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Minemakers is not aware of any new information
or data that materially affects the information included in those Prior Announcements.
For further information on Wonarah, please refer to Minemakers’ NI43-101 technical report entitled “Technical
Report Mineral Resource Estimation for the Wonarah Phosphate Project, Northern Territory, Australia”, dated March
2013 and available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and to Minemakers’ market announcement dated 30/04/2014.

Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Information
All statements, trend analysis and other information contained in this document relative to markets for Minemakers’
trends in resources, recoveries, production and anticipated expense levels, as well as other statements about
anticipated future events or results constitute forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are often,
but not always, identified by the use of words such as “seek”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “plan”, “estimate”, “expect” and
“intend” and statements that an event or result “may”, “will”, “should”, “could” or “might” occur or be achieved and
other similar expressions. Forward-looking statements are subject to business and economic risks and uncertainties
and other factors that could cause actual results of operations to differ materially from those contained in the
forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are based on estimates and opinions of management at
the date the statements are made. Minemakers does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking
statements even if circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions should change. Investors should not place
undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
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